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Note

and the elite shaped the character and the fate of the first radical government.

cal participation by any material concessions. It was unable to do this because
of its own vested interest in maintaining a supply of cheap labor and because
of its links with foreign capital. In attempting to make changes, the radicals
therefore ran up against the opposition of the elite. More than any other fac
tor, this complex conflict of interests and objectives between the government

ciently into the political system to undercut the position of the unions and the
"foreign agitators." However, the railway strike of 1912 had shown that the elite
still remained strongly opposed to an attempt to buttress working-class politi

they did not particularly want.
The central problem with the question of benefits for the unions and the
workers stemmed from its potential effects on the position of the conservative
elite. In part the reforms of 1912 hadbeen carried out to bring the workers suffi

Gonzalez, or as capable, like the socialist measures, ofproviding only marginal
benefits, which avoided the basic question of wages. Almost by virtue of their
adherence to laissez-faire, the radicals escaped the difficulty of the socialists,
who could be portrayed as trying to convince the workers to accept measures

ing free market conditions for labor. The syndicalists saw legislation as either
an attempt to institutionalize the subordination of the workers, as hadbeen ap
parent with the abortive Labor Code introduced some years earlier byjoaquin
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As darkness falls, they hang their innocent
breasts
their balconies and their clothes turn purple,
feeling t
towed by their mamasarmored frigates_they
go

The girls from Flores, walk together arm in
arm,
dation, and if anyone looks them in the eye,
they pre
fear their sex wffi fall out on the sidewalk

Thegirls from Flores, have sweet eyes, like
sugaral
and they wear silk jumpsuits that sip their rumps
lik

To the girls from Flores

EXVOTO
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Public education increased literacy lewis and
hastened
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of writers and artists who enthusiastically
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e
simultaneously transforming Argentina’s local artistic tr
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Fierr
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Oliverlo Girondo

Poems to Be Read on a Troll

Private Collection,

Males whose bodies rupture in a ritual court, their heads sunk low between
their shoulders, their lips thick with coarse remarks,

The bandonedn sings with the yawning stretches of a stupidworm, it contra
dicts the rug’s red hair, it magnetizes nipples, the pubes and pointy shoes.

On the tables, beheaded bottles of "champagne" with white clown sashes,
nickel buckets that replicate the skinny arms and backs of "cocottes."

MILONGA

Buenos Aires, October 1920

pass them on the sidewalk,

The girls from Flores live with the anxiety that theirbuttocks will go rotten,
like apples that are past their prime, and their desire for men is so suffocating
that they would like to be free of it, as from a corset, but they don’t have the
courage to cut their bodies into pieces and toss them out to all the men who

the plaza, so that the men can ejaculate words in their ears, and their phospho
rescent nipples will light up and fade away like fireflies.

1926.

Ohverio Girondo

Xul Solar, Jo!
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Translated ly Patricia Owen Steiner

Buenos Aires, October 1921

Theviolet draped dawn, togetherwith the lone pol

with all the people reflected in it; and, amidabreaking
a burst of fists and punches, seeming like a Bengali p

Soon the sound ofshattering glass, the tables rise u
four feet in the air. An enormous mirror and its pilas

Females with their nervous rumps, bits of foam a
eyes looking much too oily.

Trolley in Buenos Aires’s downtown. The trolleybrought spee
to the people a1 Buenos Aires. Courtesy Archivo General de
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